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In 1946, at a time when other French colonies were just beginning to break free of French imperial control after World
War II, the people of the French Antilles - the Caribbean islands of Martinique and Guadeloupe - voted to join the French
nation as departments (Departments d'outre mer, orDOMs). For Antilleans, eschewing independence in favor of
complete integration with the metropole was the natural culmination of a centuries-long quest for equality with France and
a means of overcoming the entrenched political and economic power of the white minority on the islands, the
Bekes.Disappointment with departmentalization set in quickly, however, as the equality promised was slow in coming and
Antillean contributions to the war effort went unrecognized.In analyzing the complex considerations surrounding the
integration of the French Antilleans, Seeking Imperialism's Embrace explores how the major developments of post-WWII
history - economic recovery, great power politics, global population dynamics, the creation of pluralistic societies in
theWest, and the process of decolonization - played out in the microcosm of the French Caribbean. As the French
government struggled to stem unrest among a growing population in the Antilles through economic development,
tourism, and immigration to the metropole where labor was in short supply, thosewho had championed
departmentalization, such as Aime Cesaire, argued that the "race-blind" Republic was far from universal and egalitarian.
Antilleans fought against the racial and gender stereotypes imposed on them and sought both to stem the tide of white
metropolitan workers arriving in theAntilles and also to make better lives for their families in France.Kristen Stromberg
Childers argues that while departmentalization is often criticized as a weak alternative to national independence, the
overwhelmingly popular vote among Antilleans should not be dismissed as ill-conceived. The disappointment that
followed, she contends, reflects more on the brokenpromises of assimilation rather than the misguided nature of the vote
itself.
Here's quick access to more than 490,000 titles published from 1970 to 1984 arranged in Dewey sequence with sections
for Adult and Juvenile Fiction. Author and Title indexes are included, and a Subject Guide correlates primary subjects
with Dewey and LC classification numbers. These cumulative records are available in three separate sets.
This study of Francis Ponge's essays on contemporary artists (L'Atelier contemporain) attempts to broaden the popular
view of the author as a poet of objects. It explores Ponge's perception of art criticism as an inherently problematic genre
and exposes the inhibitions surrounding the production of the essays. The study demonstrates how Ponge's essays on
artists parallel developments in his other works. They are seen as instrumental in his movement towards open texts and
a stress on the creative process itself, as well as opportunities to reaffirm his philosophical and aesthetic stance.
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First published in 1968. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
This work investigates the early encounters of French philosophers and religious thinkers with the phenomenological
philosophy of Edmund Husserl. Following an introductory chapter addressing context and methodology, Chapter 2
argues that Henri Bergson’s insights into lived duration and intuition and Maurice Blondel’s genetic description of action
functioned as essential precursors to the French reception of phenomenology. Chapter 3 details the presentations of
Husserl and his followers by three successive pairs of French academic philosophers: Léon Noël and Victor Delbos, Lev
Shestov and Jean Hering, and Bernard Groethuysen and Georges Gurvitch. Chapter 4 then explores the appropriation of
Bergsonian and Blondelian phenomenological insights by Catholic theologians Édouard Le Roy and Pierre Rousselot.
Chapter 5 examines applications and critiques of phenomenology by French religious philosophers, including Jean
Hering, Joseph Maréchal, and neo-Thomists like Jacques Maritain. A concluding chapter expounds the principal finding
that philosophical and theological receptions of phenomenology in France prior to 1939 proceeded independently due to
differences in how Bergson and Blondel were perceived by French philosophers and religious thinkers and their
respective orientations to the Cartesian and Aristotelian/Thomist intellectual traditions.
Evans (classics, U. of British Columbia) examines the history of the great emperor, whose reign marks the transition
between Late Antiquity and the Byzantine period, including what is presently known about his life, the social structure of
the empire, its relations with its neighbors, and naturally, its wars. It also examines theological issues, which split the
empire and left deep divisions after Justinian's death. Annotation copyright by Book News, Inc., Portland, OR.
Includes entries for maps and atlases.
Organized by such common subject categories as home, health, and work, a colorful, illustrated bilingual dictionary
covers more than six thousand words and phrases.
Bien Dit! 1Cahier De Vocabulaire Et GrammaireHolt McDougalBien DitFrench 1Holt Rinehart & WinstonHolt French 1 Bien
Dit!Cahier De Vocabulaire Et GrammaireHolt Rinehart & WinstonBien Dit! 3Cahier De Vocabulaire Et GrammaireHolt
McDougalBien Dit!, French 1Holt McDougalAllez Viens!Holt French
A multidisciplinary index covering the journal literature of the arts and humanities. It fully covers 1,144 of the world's leading arts
and humanities journals, and it indexes individually selected, relevant items from over 6,800 major science and social science
journals.
Kommentierte Bibliografie. Sie gibt Wissenschaftlern, Studierenden und Journalisten zuverlässig Auskunft über rund 6000
internationale Veröffentlichungen zum Thema Film und Medien. Die vorgestellten Rubriken reichen von Nachschlagewerk über
Filmgeschichte bis hin zu Fernsehen, Video, Multimedia.
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In Free and French in the Caribbean, John Patrick Walsh studies the writings of Toussaint Louverture and Aim Csaire to examine
how they conceived of and narrated two defining events in the decolonializing of the French Caribbean: the revolution that freed
the French colony of Saint-Domingue in 1803 and the departmentalization of Martinique and other French colonies in 1946. Walsh
emphasizes the connections between these events and the distinct legacies of emancipation in the narratives of revolution and
nationhood passed on to successive generations. By reexamining Louverture and Csaire in light of their multilayered narratives,
the book offers a deeper understanding of the historical and contemporary phenomenon of "free and French" in the Caribbean.

Charles Tilly is among the most influential American sociologists of the last century. For the first time, his pathbreaking
work on a wide array of topics is available in one comprehensive reader. This manageable and readable volume brings
together many highlights of Tilly’s large and important oeuvre, covering his contribution to the following areas:
revolutions and social change; war, state making, and organized crime; democratization; durable inequality; political
violence; migration, race, and ethnicity; narratives and explanations. The book connects Tilly’s work on large-scale social
processes such as nation-building and war to his work on micro processes such as racial and gender discrimination. It
includes selections from some of Tilly’s earliest, influential, and out of print writings, including The Vendée; Coercion,
Capital and European States; the classic "War Making and State Making as Organized Crime;" and his more recent and
lesser-known work, including that on durable inequality, democracy, poverty, economic development, and migration.
Together, the collection reveals Tilly’s complex, compelling, and distinctive vision and helps place the contentious
politics approach Tilly pioneered with Sidney Tarrow and Doug McAdam into broader context. The editors abridge key
texts and, in their introductory essay, situate them within Tilly’s larger opus and contemporary intellectual debates. The
chapters serve as guideposts for those who wish to study his work in greater depth or use his methodology to examine
the pressing issues of our time. Read together, they provide a road map of Tilly’s work and his contribution to the fields
of sociology, political science, history, and international studies. This book belongs in the classroom and in the library of
social scientists, political analysts, cultural critics, and activists.
The French Wars of Religion tore the country apart for almost fifty years. They were also part of the wider religious
conflict between Catholics and Protestants which raged across Europe during the 16th century. This new study, by a
major authority on French history, explores the impact of these wars and sets them in their full European context.
Integrated approach to language instruction develops student's listening, speaking, reading and writing skills with a
variety of print and technology resources.
Vol. 2 coed. by Carol G. Rosen ; Vol. 3 ed. by Paul M. Postal and Brian D. Joseph.
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